September 13, 2018

Attendees:
Parul Samdarshi    Jessica Liu    Arti Elango
Deepti Devanagodi Anita Parsons  Veronica Avila
Fareeda Bhatti     Deanne Stokes  Ann Sun
Joelle Huet Dverot Rehanna Rehman Karen Wu
Elizabeth Wu       Sarah Hung    Fam Steinke
Karen Poelmann     Nina Tang     Shoumei Chu
Arati Nagraj       Usha Rao      Lucy McGuiar
Monica Reddy       Amy Yao       Annie Ying
Poonam Shah        Jennifer Yang Vivian Li
Sheeba Garb        Daisy Huang   Milene Yip
Subha Podila       Min Tu       Kelly Li
Cynthia Chang      Janet Gulvin  Janice Wong
Sree Bade          Mina Sedeghi  Jayshee Desai
Amy Chiu           Yue Fan      Ping Chen
Chia-Yin Lin       Chia-Chi Jacki Bonnie Kaypaghian
Ram Krishnan       Michele Lee   Venkat Venketaretam
Shaughna Green     Vinaya Kulkarni Sudakshina Sarkar
Ashley Chao        Beth Kingsley Sophia Kao

Parul Samdarshi, PTSO President called the meeting to order at 8:35AM

PTSO Business:
Parul: Introduction
1. PTSO 8/17/2018 Meeting Minutes Reviewed and Approved – Poonam Shah made the motion to approve – Arati Nagraj 2nd the motion. Motion Carries

2. Membership Update from VP of Membership: Deepti Devanagodi & Monica Reddy – Membership to date is approximately $75,000 of the $95,000 projection/goal. Membership team will do additional outreach in the next month.

3. Treasure Report – Poonam Shah presented the treasures report. Few expenses have been submitted since it is early in the school year.
   PTSO Net Worth – As of 8/30/2018:
   Assets
   Citi Checking: $55,048.59
   Citi Savings: $34,964.17
   Hyde Scholarship Savings: $12,225.97
   Total Assets: $102,238.73
   Motion was made by Sheeba Garb to ratify checks. 2nd by Rita Cao. Motion Carries
4. Principle Report – Mr. Robinson
Mr. Robinson thanked everyone for their help with the back to school BBQ. The event was a big success and the staff/teachers were very appreciative for the PTSO support. Mr. Robinson discussed the start of the school year, announced upcoming school events, and introduced the new Superintendent Dr. Mike Grove.

5. Superintendent Report – Dr. Grove
Dr. Grove introduced himself and gave some background on his previous experience and vision and goals for the Saratoga-Los Gatos district. Cynthia Chang, LGSUHSD board member, welcomed Dr. Grove.

6. Parent Education – Arati Nagraj introduced the parent and staff panel for the “What’s My Story” presentation.

Upcoming Events:
10/11 PTSO Meeting – SHS Cafeteria

Meeting adjourned at 10:04 A.M.